
Our next session starts soon.

This month’s workshop topic is promises.



Compassion: 
Bystander 

Chapter Video & Discussion





Anyone can 
overcome the 
bystander effect.  





What action did the student take to 
overcome the bystander effect?

1. Recognize the Emergency & draw attention.
2. Notify an authority.
3. Training- Be prepared.



▪Read the scenario slide 

aloud to the group

▪Discuss what action you 

would take to overcome the 

bystander effect

Activity Instructions



A high school junior is required to take a CPR 
certification for school. She thinks she will never have to 
use this skill but knows it’s a requirement for class. The 
day after her completion of the class, she is in a car 
accident with her friend. As she exits the car, she 
realizes her friend is not breathing. 

What should she do?

Scenario #1



Keep in mind the 3 tactics & share aloud

1. Recognize the Emergency & draw attention.
2. Notify an authority.
3. Training- Be prepared.



This was a real scenario for a junior in Florida 

who reacted quickly and used her training to 

perform life saving CPR on her friend. 

Scenario #1 : What  did she do?



A group of teens are hanging out near an area with 
pond when they see a man using a cane walking 
near the pond. The man enters the water at some 
point, they notice he is struggling to keep his head 
above water. He begins to call for help and it is 
apparent he is in trouble. 

What should they do?

Scenario #2



Keep in mind the 3 tactics & share aloud

1. Recognize the Emergency & draw attention.
2. Notify an authority.
3. Training- Be prepared.



A group of teens are hanging out near an area with 
pond when they see a man using a cane walking 
near the pond. The man enters the water and at 
some point, they notice he is struggling to keep his 
head above water. He begins to call for help and it is 
apparent he is in trouble. 

What should they do?

Scenario #2 : What they did

Unfortunately, this is a real scenario that 

happened in Florida. The teens chose to take 

no action to help him and instead filmed him 

while making fun of him. Due to their inaction 

the man drowned and was not discovered for 3 

days. A simple action could have saved his life 

had they chose not to be a bystander. 



A young social media personality was recently doing what he 
loves: zipping around West Virginia on his ATV. He was 
livestreaming on TikTok when he crashed and became trapped 
beneath the vehicle. A virtual friend who lives in a different 
state was watching this unfold when he noticed he was still 
live and shouting out a phone number for help. 

What should he do?

Scenario #3



A group of teens are hanging out near an area with 
pond when they see a man using a cane walking 
near the pond. The man enters the water and at 
some point, they notice he is struggling to keep his 
head above water. He begins to call for help and it is 
apparent he is in trouble. 

What should they do?

Scenario #3 : What he did

This was a real scenario for Caden in New 

Hampshire. He quickly took action and called the 

number being shouted by Caleb ,the tiktoker, 

allowing him to get the help he needed. eal

scenario for a junior in Florida who reacted 

quickly and used her training to perform life 

saving CPR on her friend. 



Amplify Assignment

Don’t be a Bystander in your own life

Being prepared is one of the three tactics you can take 
to avoid being a bystander. Consider getting trained in 
emergency preparedness to enable you to overcome 
the bystander effect. See a list of available trainings at 
the link below:

TRAINING RESOURCE GUIDE

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l3MCQFv5CA35jDsJZd0kU4kNZpL9c5sHKSmLiIZvLmI/edit

